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Food can be said to be a driving force in forming a culture and identifying a people. This lecture deals
with the raw materials available to the ancient Egyptians that could have been used as food, and
focuses on what the Egyptians ate at every level of society.
Dr. Salima Ikram is Vising Professor at Yale University, and is
Distinguished Professor of Egyptology at the American
University in Cairo, Extraordinary Professor at Stellenbosch
University, and has worked in Egypt since 1986. After double
majoring in History as well as Classical and Near Eastern
Archaeology at Bryn Mawr College (USA), she received her
M. Phil. (in Museology and Egyptian Archaeology) and Ph.D.
(in Egyptian archaeology) from Cambridge University. She
has directed the Animal Mummy Project, co-directed the
Predynastic Gallery project and the North Kharga Oasis
Survey, and is Director of the North Kharga Oasis Darb Ain
Amur Survey and the Amenmesse Mission of KV10 and
KV63 in the Valley of the Kings. Dr. Ikram has written several
books (for adults and children) and articles, with subject
matters ranging from mummification to the eating habits of
the ancient Egyptians.

If you are not yet a member of the American Research Center in Egypt (ARCE) Orange County
Chapter, now is a great time to sign up. It's your chance to enjoy many ARCE membership benefits
and become part of our mission of facilitating the study, excavation, preservation and renovation of
important historical artifacts and sites from the Pharaonic through the Medieval Period.
Sincerely,
ARCE-OC - American Research Center in Egypt Orange County Chapter

